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Introduction: The thrombin generation assay‐calibrated automated thrombogram
(TGA‐CAT) method is used to measure the overall coagulation capacity in plasma.
However, the method is still considered to be a research tool, mainly because of its’
lack of standardization.
Aim: Our study aimed to further raise the standardization level for the TGA‐CAT
method by evaluating a detailed standardization protocol and three reference plas‐
mas’ (RP)s ability to normalize results.
Methods: Six Nordic centres participated in the study, and with input from all centres
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a detailed laboratory standardization protocol based on the TGA‐CAT manual of the
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lable plasma were assessed. Three commercial lyophilized RPs were used for normali‐
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manufacturer was established. Three types of plasma, hypo‐,normal and hypercoagu‐
zation of data. All samples were aliquoted at the Malmö centre and sent frozen at
−20˚C to participating centres.
Results: Before normalization, all results under all testing conditions showed inter‐
laboratory coefficient of variability of 10% or lower except for endogenous thrombin
potential (12%) and peak (14%) in hypo‐plasma with 1 pmol/L tissue factor as starting
agent. Successful normalization, improving variability in results, was obtained with
two of the three evaluated RPs (HemosIL RP and Affinity RP).
Conclusion: With our standardization concept, we were able to produce TGA‐CAT
results as robust as standard coagulation assays used in the routine laboratories.
Normalization with HemosIL RP may be considered in populations with low or un‐
known coagulability, while when analysing plasma samples from populations where
hypercoagulability is known or suspected, normalization with Affinity RP may be
preferred.
KEYWORDS

haemophilia, normalization, reference plasma, standardization, test of agreement, thrombin
generation assay
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1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N
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In the implementation phase, all samples were run with two dif‐
ferent initiating agents: Platelet‐poor plasma (PPP)‐reagent LOW

In a number of studies, the thrombin generation assay‐calibrated

(tissue factor [TF] concentration 1 pmol/L) and PPP‐reagent (TF

automated thrombogram (TGA‐CAT) method has proven its use‐

concentration 5 pmol/L). With the goal of covering the entire mea‐

fulness for multiple purposes including diagnosis and management

suring range of the TGA‐CAT method, three plasma types were as‐

1,2

3,4

and moni‐

sessed (hypo‐, normal and hypercoagulable plasma). The hypo‐plasma

toring and characterization of oral anticoagulant drugs.5,6 However,

was a pool from four persons with severe haemophilia A treated at

most of these investigations are single‐centre, and large prospec‐

the Malmö Centre for Thrombosis and Haemostasis (MCTH). The

tive multi‐centre studies are needed to further validate the results.

normal plasma group consisted of four healthy volunteers having

Multi‐centre studies have proven difficult to undertake due to a lack

endogenous thrombin potential (ETP) values close to the mean value

of standardization of the method. In recent years, several articles

of the TGA‐CAT normal range material (ETP = 1182 nmol/L min,

have addressed the problem of large inter‐laboratory variability for

n = 40, PPP‐reagent) established at the MCTH. The hyper‐plasma

the TGA‐CAT method by presenting detailed standardization pro‐

group consisted of three persons with ETP values of >2 standard

tocols. Focus has been placed both on analytical and pre‐analytical

deviations (SD) of the mean from the same TGA‐CAT normal range

factors7,8 as well as the use of reference plasmas (RP)10,11 for normal‐

material as above. The FVIII:C (kIE/L) in the pooled plasma groups

ization of results (ie, dividing all values with the result of a common

was 0.024 for hypo‐, 0.55 for normal and 0.95 for hypercoagulable

reference plasma) in the pursuit of an acceptable inter‐laboratory

plasma.

of bleeding disorders,

detecting hypercoagulability

12

Five test runs were conducted with each PPP‐reagent where

variability for the method.

With the aim to further improve the level of standardization for

each run consisted of three RP, four hypo‐plasmas, four normal plas‐

the TGA‐CAT method, we evaluated the use of a detailed standard‐

mas and four hyper‐plasmas in triplicate. Two test runs were sched‐

ization protocol and normalization of data with a number of RP to

uled each day to maximize RP and reagent usage.

reduce the inter‐laboratory variability between six centres.

2.2 | Blood sampling and plasma preparation
2 | M ATE R I A L S A N D M E TH O DS

Pre‐analytical variables were considered as previously reported.12
Peripheral venous blood was collected into BD Vacutainer ® plastic
tubes (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ) with anticoagulant

2.1 | Study design

trisodium citrate (0.109 mol/L, pH 7.4) using a 21G needle with

The study was approved by the Regional Ethics Committee of Lund

a light tourniquet. PPP was prepared within 60 minutes of veni‐

University, Sweden (Registry number: 2016/451). Written informed

puncture by double centrifugation. The first centrifugation was

consent was obtained from all participants prior to the study.

at 2000 g for 10 minutes at RT, after which the supernatant was

The investigation consisted of two phases: First, a pre‐study on‐
site inspection, and second, the implementation. In the pre‐study

carefully isolated and then centrifuged a second time at 10 000 g
at RT for 10 minutes.

inspection, all participating laboratories were evaluated by the

The doubly centrifuged plasma was pooled and aliquoted

same study coordinator. During the visit, all equipment and materi‐

(520 µL) in 0.5 mL cryotubes and rapidly frozen at −80°C. All

als were inspected, that is, calibration of pipettes, software version

samples were prepared at MCTH. Frozen plasma samples on dry

(V5.0.0.742), and service protocol of the Fluoroskan Ascent analyzer

ice were sent to the five other participating centres (Karolinska

(Thermo Scientific, Shanghai, China). Measurements of the instru‐

University Hospital, Solna, Sweden; Sahlgrenska University

ment analysing temperature and room temperature (RT) were made.

Hospital, Gothenburg, Sweden; Aarhus University Hospital, Skejby,

The local operator's and the inspector's TGA‐CAT results were com‐

Denmark; Rikshospitalet, Oslo, Norway; Helsinki University

pared in a test run, that was performed to investigate the operator

Central Hospital, Helsinki, Finland). All samples arrived frozen

influence on the method variability.

within 24 hours.

TA B L E 1

Reference plasmas usage
Test samples

Reference plasma

Hypo-plasma “hypocoaguable”

Siemens Control Plasma P (diluted 1 + 5)

Dedicated normalization

HemosIL Calibration Plasma

Normalization

Affinity Protein S deficiency plasma

Normal plasma
“normocoaguable”

Hyper-plasma
“hypercoaguable”

Normalization

Normalization
Dedicated normalization

Reference plasma (RP) used for normalization of data according to plasma types. Dedicated normalization is performed by a RP specifically chosen to
normalize a certain type of plasma.

|
CV, coefficient of variation; ETP, endogenous thrombin potential; RT, room temperature; SD, standard deviation; TF, tissue factor.
Pre‐study inter‐laboratory results and laboratory data: ETP and peak mean raw results in 1 pmol/L tissue factor for hypo‐ and normal plasma and their corresponding inter‐laboratory CV values; centre analyzer
details, model, manufacturing country/date, analysing temperature and RT; difference between the centre with the highest and the centre with the lowest temperature measured analysing and RT, respectively.

23.8‐20.9 = 2.9

35.6‐33.3 = 2.3
35.6

23.0
23.8

34.5
33.3

20.9
23.3

34.3
33.3

21.6
21.8

34.3
Temp. analyzer (°C)

Temp. RT (°C)

China
China

2015‐2001
2014‐2008

China
China

2007‐2011
2003‐2001

Finland
China

2009‐2003
Date

Manufactured

2014‐2011

Max‐Min

10
307 (31)
308

Fluoroskan Ascent

364

Fluoroskan Ascent FL

309

Fluoroskan Ascent

284

Fluoroskan Ascent

Fluoroskan Ascent

274

Fluoroskan Ascent FL

301
Peak (nmol/L)

Model

1804
1668
1586
1617
1550
ETP (nmol/L min), n = 8

Normal Plasma (1 pmol/L TF)

14

6
1660 (96)
1737

42 (3)

989 (135)
929

47
–

–
1130

43
41

1130
828

40
39

928
ETP (nmol/L min), n = 8

Hypo-plasma (1 pmol/L TF)

Peak (nmol/L)

Mean (SD)
6
5
4
3
2
1

Centre

Pre‐study inter‐laboratory results and laboratory data
TA B L E 2
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2.3 | Reference lasma
Several studies have shown that inter‐centre variability can be de‐
creased by normalization, that is, dividing all values with the result of
a common RP run in each test.10,11
Three commercial lyophilized RPs were used for normalization
of data. The rationale for testing three types of RP is that a pre‐
vious study suggested a better inter‐laboratory performance when
using dedicated RPs, for example, a hypocoaguable RP for a hypo‐
coagulable plasma sample and a hypercoagulable RP for a hyperco‐
agulable sample (Table 1).11 Hypo‐plasma results were normalized
using Siemens Control Plasma P (diluted 1 + 5, Siemens RP; Siemens
Healthcare Diagnostics Products GmbH, Marburg, Germany), and
hyper‐plasma results were normalized applying protein S deficiency
plasma (PS‐DP; Affinity RP; Affinity Biologicals Inc, Ancaster, ON,
Canada). HemosIL Calibration Plasma (HemosIL RP; Instrumentation
Laboratory, Bedford, MA) was chosen as a standard normaliza‐
tion plasma owing to the previous study by Dargaud et al10 where
HemosIL RP was found to be the optimal RP compared to five other
RPs.

2.4 | TGA‐CAT measurement
TGA‐CAT was measured using our detailed standardization labora‐
tory protocol (Figure S1) based on the method described by Hemker
et al13 with Thrombinoscope standardized reagents (Diagnostica
Stago, Asnières, France). In short, 20 μL PPP‐reagent (1 or 5 pmol/L
TF) and 20 µL Thrombin Calibrator were manually pipetted into
the wells of a round‐bottom 96‐well microtitre plate (Immulon 2HB;
Thermo Scientific, Rochester, NY). Eighty microlitres of plasma were
added to each PPP‐reagent well and to its corresponding Thrombin
Calibrator well. The plate was then placed in one of two models of
Thermo Labsystems Fluoroskan Ascent readers, Diagnostica Stago for
a 10 minutes, 37°C incubation. Following the incubation, 20 µL of the
starting reagent, FluCa‐kit, was automatically dispensed into each well
by the fluorimeter. The wavelengths of 390 nm (excitation) and 460 nm
(emission) were used to detect the fluorescence intensity. Thrombin
generation curves were calculated by a dedicated software program,
Thrombinoscope (Diagnostica Stago) version: V5.0.0.742. The TGA‐
CAT software set‐up and its version, samples, RPs and reagents were
identical for all participating laboratories.

2.5 | Statistical analysis
The mean, standard deviation and the coefficient of variation (CV)
(%) were calculated for five TG parameters: endogenous thrombin
potential (ETP), thrombin peak (Peak), lag time (LT), time to peak
thrombin (ttPeak) and start tail time from which intra‐ and inter‐
assay results and inter‐laboratory variability were obtained. Outliers
were excluded using the outlier labelling method.14,15
To determine the level of agreement among the participating
laboratories TGA‐CAT results from all laboratories (up to 300 ob‐
servations) were plotted in Bland‐Altman diagrams. Ninety‐five per

|
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TA B L E 3

TA B L E 4

Centre mean intra‐assay CV (%)
PPP‐reagent LOW

PPP‐reagent

ETP

Peak

ETP
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Centre inter‐assay CV (%)
Inter‐assay CV (%)
PPP‐reagent LOW

PPP‐reagent

ETP

Peak

ETP

Peak

7.7

7.9

5.9

5.4

2

20.3

19.3

29.8

24.8

3

10.1

10.2

6.1

7.7

Peak

Hypo

5.9

7.3

5.6

5.8

Normal

6.4

5.2

7.0

6.5

Hyper

3.5

3.4

3.5

3.1

Centre
1

Mean intra‐assay CV (%) for ETP and peak values with hypo‐, normal and
hyper‐samples and two triggering conditions: PPP‐reagent LOW
(1 pmol/L TF) and PPP‐reagent (5 pmol/L TF).
CV, coefficient of variation; ETP, endogenous thrombin potential; PPP,
platelet‐poor plasma.

Hypo

4

8.1

8.2

5.2

7.3

5

13.8

15.7

0.7

1.9

8.0

7.3

8.6

8.5

8.4

3.5

1.1

1.2

6
1

Normal

cent of the observations within the acceptance margin ±10% was set

2

15.4

16.4

26.8

19.5

as acceptable. Statistical analysis was performed using

3

6.7

7.6

4.7

4.4

ibm spss

for

Windows, Version 24.0. (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY).

3 | R E S U LT S
When presenting results, we have chosen to focus on ETP and Peak
values which are often the main parameters referenced in clinical
studies since they are considered most relevant from a biological
16,17

perspective.

TGA‐CAT mean EPT and Peak for the RPs should be added.

3.1 | Pre‐study results
3.1.1 | Intra‐assay and inter‐laboratory repeatability

4

6.6

7.4

2.8

4.6

5

13.4

10.8

2.4

2.4

10.3

8.4

6.1

5.9

8.4

3.1

0.9

0.4

2

9.0

10.7

13.6

7.9

3

5.9

4.4

3.7

3.1

4

4.1

4.7

2.1

2.1

5

13.8

9.4

3.7

2.2

6

7.9

7.3

4.9

4.3

6
1

Hyper

CV, coefficent of variation; ETP, endogenous thrombin potential; PPP,
platelet‐poor plasma; TF, tissue factor.
Centre mean inter‐assay CV% for all variables in hypo‐, normal and hy‐
per‐plasma samples with PPP‐reagent LOW (1 pmol/L TF) and PPP‐re‐
agent (5 pmol/L TF).

To evaluate the operator influence on results in the pre‐study, one
plate was divided into two parts. At one occasion, the inspector pipet‐

other mean ETP and Peak values for hypo‐plasma were between

ted half of the wells and each centre's operator pipetted the other half.

12% and 14% (Table 5).

The intra‐assay CV for ETP and Peak was 10% or lower for all par‐
ticipating centres. The pre‐study inter‐laboratory imprecision demon‐
strated CV results 10% or lower for ETP and Peak in both plasma types
tested except for ETP in hypo‐plasma, where the CV was 14% (Table 2).

3.2.3 | Effect of normalization
HemosIL RP was applied to normalize results over the entire measur‐
ing range. Siemens RP (dil. 1 + 5) was applied for the hypo‐samples

3.2 | Implementation study results
3.2.1 | Intra‐ and inter‐assay repeatability

and Affinity RP for the hyper‐samples.
Normalization with HemosIL RP resulted in equal or lower CVs
for all ETP and Peak values except for Hypo ETP/Peak and Hyper
peak values with PPP‐reagent LOW (Table 5, Figure 1). Normalization

The mean intra‐assay CV was below 7.3% for all of the hypo‐, normal

with Affinity RP resulted in lower CVs in three of four settings, while

or hyper‐plasma and TF concentrations tested (Table 3). Four of the

normalization with Siemens RP did not improve the CV in any of the

six centres had inter‐assay CVs of 10% or lower for all parameters

four hypo‐plasma cases.

(Table 4).

3.2.2 | Inter‐laboratory reproducibility

3.2.4 | Inter-laboratory agreement
We considered 95% of the observations needed to be within a ±10%

The inter‐laboratory CVs were 10% or below, under all test condi‐

acceptance level to be an adequate level of agreement measure for

tions, for all temporal data (LT, ST and ttPeak). For the ETP and Peak,

this study.

a mean CV <10% was obtained except in the case of hypo‐plasma

Results before and after normalization from the Bland‐Altman

where only the Peak value in PPP‐reagent had a CV below 10%. The

plots are presented in Table 6 as the percentage of observations

5
↓

11.6

32.4

ttPeak

Starttail

6.2

293.2

26.1

↑

4

6

3

81

3.1

↑

5

10

321

5

7.3

200.0

Lagtime

Peak

83

25.8
=

1773.0

6

197

6

6.7

4

3

33.6

Starttail

2.9

7

185.5

1271.3

↓
↓

9

8

3

129
180

4
3

8.8
34.8

6

64.9

1552.6

ttPeak

ETP

7.2

12.8

Lagtime

997.7

109.7

ETP

Peak

↑

4

4

8

5

8

4

4

8

6

9

4

6

115

112

73

81

26

9
8

53

Robust
mean (%)

13

CV (%)

5

3

2

4

6

=

↓

↓

↓

↓

86

92

149

85

9

↓

Robust
mean (%)

4

3

9

18

CV (%)

After normalization
“dedicated”a

CV (%)

After normalization HemosIL
RP

Bold characters indicate CVs ≤10%. Symbols (↑, = ,↓) illustrate changes in CVs as compared with raw data. Normalised results are expressed as a percentage of a RP.
ETP; Endogenous Thrombin Potential, LT; Lagtime; RP, reference plasmas; ST; Start tail; ttPeak, time to Peak.
a
Siemens Control Plasma P (dil.1 + 5) was used for hypo‐plasma and Affinity Protein S deficiency plasma for hyper‐plasma for normalization.

Hyper

Normal

21

21.3

49

48.0

↑

ttPeak

15

Starttail

33

827.8
2.8

↑

8

22

Robust
mean

14

35

CV (%)

19.8

↑

Robust
mean (%)

10.4

13

CV
(%)

Peak

41

Robust
mean (%)

Lagtime

CV
(%)

12

ETP

Hypo

Robust
mean

312.2

Parameters

Before normalization

After normalization “dedicated”a

Before
normalization

After normalization
HemosIL RP

PPP‐reagent

PPP‐reagent LOW

Robust mean and associated inter‐laboratory CVs with 1 and 5 pmol/L triggering conditions

Sample
type
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↓

↓

=

↑
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83
77
74
65
67
71
74
63
77

55
60

80
80

60
44

56
84

66
49

78
20%

10%
PPP‐reagent

Percentage of observations within the level of acceptance: ±10% difference for ETP and peak values with hypo‐, normal and hyper‐plasma samples under two triggering conditions, PPP‐reagent LOW and
PPP‐reagent with or without normalization (Siemens reference plasmas [RP], HemosIL RP and Affinity RP). Considering the larger imprecision in the lower part of the method's measurement range, a wider
acceptance level, ±20%, was also assessed for the hypo‐plasma.

77
68

66
53
74
77
61
63
55
61
63
56
52

69
69

51
49

67
56

44
58

81
72

Raw
data
N.
HemosIL
Raw
data
Raw
data
N.
HemosIL
Raw
data
Raw
data
N.
HemosIL
Raw
data

ETP

Hypo-plasma

52
10%

20%

Level of
accept‐
ance
PPP‐reagent
LOW

TA B L E 6

Level of agreement—all centres

N.
Siemens

Peak

N.
HemosIL

N.
Siemens

ETP

Normal plasma

Peak

N.
HemosIL

ETP

Hyper-plasma

N.
Affinity

Peak

N.
HemosIL

N.
Affinity
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that met the level of acceptance, ±10%. Considering the larger im‐
precision in the lower part of the method's measurement range
a wider acceptance level, ±20% was also assessed for the hypo‐
plasma. Widening the level of acceptance to ±20% substantially
increased the number of observations meeting the acceptance
criteria.
The best level of agreement among ETP values was obtained by
hyper‐plasma in PPP‐reagent. Sixty‐five per cent of the observations
were within ±10% level of acceptance, and the observations im‐
proved to 77% after normalization with Affinity RP (Figure 2).
Normalization with RPs tended to affect the CV and level of
agreement results equally. An exception was normalization with
HemosIL RP which resulted in an equal or increased percentage
of observations fulfilling the level of acceptance in all hypo‐plasma
measurements (Table 6) but not reductions in all the corresponding
CVs (Table 5).

4 | D I S CU S S I O N
In this study, we managed to obtain TGA‐CAT results with quality in
line with what routine laboratories analysis demand, CVs ≤10%,11 by
implementing our standardization concept, including a standardiza‐
tion protocol and synchronizing the level of quality and knowledge
on included laboratories and their operators.
To improve the standardization level of the TGA‐CAT method,
we evaluated an elaborate standardization protocol, including a
pre‐study phase during which all participating centres’ equipment
and operators were controlled. We also tested the effect of normal‐
ization with three RPs, two of which are dedicated normalization
plasmas.
The pre‐study portion of our study was more important for
obtaining lower variability results than expected. In order to in‐
crease compliance with the standardized protocol, it was made
time point‐based and built around a 50‐minute countdown proce‐
dure. Moreover, all operators took part in the development of the
protocol.
The intra‐assay CVs were clearly decreased by introduction of
the standardization protocol. This was most pronounced for the
hypo‐plasma (CV: from 14% to <8%). In an article by Hemker et al,13
the biological variation for the TGA‐CAT variable ETP was reported
as <5% for PPP and <8% for PRP. Therefore, it is reasonable to aim
for an intra‐assay repeatability of <10%.
The most common discrepancy from the laboratory protocols
was exceeding the time limits set in the 50‐minute countdown
schedule. None of the discrepancies, however, were considered to
have major impact on the results.
Three of the six centres experienced unexpected difficulties
during their 5‐day analysing period. One centre's analyzer failed and
was sent off site for maintenance in the middle of the testing pe‐
riod. Another centre had to use an operator who had not fully taken
part in the pre‐study operator check. The third centre experienced
the problems of both centres noted above. Interestingly, exclusion

340

(A)
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Before normalization

After normalization

(B)

F I G U R E 1 Thrombin generation was analysed in three different plasmas, hypo‐, normal and hyper‐plasma, with two trigger concentrations
of TF, (A) 1 pmol/L and (B) 5 pmol/L tissue factor and ETP. Raw and after normalization results are displayed in the box plots. ETP,
endogenous thrombin potential; TF, tissue factor

All centers - ETP normalized by Affinity
RP, PPP-reagent, Hyper-plasma
Normalized ETP differences

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
–0.1

77%
0

0.5

1

1.5

–0.2
–0.3
–0.4

Normalized ETP mean

F I G U R E 2 Results from all centres: ETP measurements in hyper‐plasma analysed with PPP‐reagent were plotted in a Bland‐Altman plot.
65% of the observations were within the green dashed cone representing ±10% level of acceptance. This level was improved to 77% after
normalization with Affinity protein S deficiency plasma. ETP, endogenous thrombin potential; PPP, platelet‐poor plasma

of results from the centres with unexpected difficulties yielded CVs

under all testing conditions, 1 and 5 pmol/L, with hypo‐, normal and

10% or lower for all samples under all test conditions. This fact in‐

hyper‐plasma, are obtainable.

dicates that when full compliance to our standardization protocol

The Bland‐Altman, or bias‐plot, is used to describe systematic

is met, inter‐laboratory CV results of 10% or lower for all samples

differences between methods. A limitation of the study design was

|
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that there was no reference method for comparison. Instead of

To conclude, our standardization study produced TGA‐CAT re‐

being compared to an assigned value, the results from each centre

sults as robust as standard coagulation assays used in the routine

were compared with the mean of all results.

laboratories where all results under all testing conditions showed

Of the plasmas tested, analyses of hyper‐plasma showed the

CVs of 10% or lower except for ETP (12%) and peak (14%) in hypo‐

best repeatability and, when comparing the TF‐containing starting

plasma with 1 pmol/L TF. Normalization with HemosIL RP de‐

agents, analyses using PPP‐reagent with the higher TF concentration

creased the inter‐laboratory imprecision in most plasma samples.

(5 pmol/L) had better repeatability than analyses using PPP‐reagent

Normalization with a dedicated normalization plasma (Affinity RP,

LOW (1 pmol/L). This was in agreement with the pre‐study measure‐

protein S deficiency plasma) performed even better than HemosIL

ments of intra‐assay imprecision.

RP in the hypercoagulable measurement range. However, the dedi‐

When evaluating the effect of normalization with the two dedi‐

cated normalization plasma Siemens RP did not perform better than

cated plasmas in comparison with the “normal” normalization plasma,

HemosIL RP in that range. Thus, normalization with Affinity RP could

HemosIL RP, normalization with Affinity RP had the best effect.

be considered when analysing plasma samples from populations

Normalization with this RP improved the repeatability in almost all

where hypercoagulability is known or suspected. In populations with

settings, whereas normalization with Siemens RP rather decreased

low or unknown coagulability, normalization with HemosIL RP could

it. However, normalization with HemosIL RP improved the repeat‐

be considered.

ability in all settings where PPP‐reagent was used. However, it is
plausible to believe that future studies evaluating dedicated normal‐
ization RPs will find PRs with better normalization abilities than ours.
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The sole purpose of the RP is to generate a denominator upon which

This study was supported by funds from Baxalta, Region Skåne

to compare ratio values between assays. Thus, there is no need for

and Lund University (Regional funds and ALF). We would like to

RPs and test plasmas to be created under identical circumstances.
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In a recent article by Hemker, three substantial obstacles for the

Bjørnsen, BS, Vivi Bo Mogensen, BS, Mai Stenulm Therkelsen, BS for

method to overcome are mentioned, of which thermostability is the

performing the experiments and contributing to the development

most significant. In our pre‐study, we observed a 2.3°C difference

of the laboratory protocol. Ole Halfdan Larsen has received speaker

between the centre with the highest and the centre with the lowest

and consultant fees from Shire and speaker fees from Baxalta. The

measured analysing temperature (Table 1). The pre‐study TGA‐CAT

other authors stated that they had no interests which might be per‐

results, ETP and peak with hypo‐ and normal plasma, did not cor‐

ceived as posing a conflict or bias.

relate well with the analysing temperature measurements which may
be explained by the small number of observations. However, a 2.3°C
difference is associated with 10%‐20% higher ETP and Peak values
according to tests conducted at MCTH (results not shown).

D I S C LO S U R E S
Ole Halfdan Larsen has recieved speaker and consultant fees from

The difference in RT among the laboratories was 2.9°C. The

Shire, and speaker fees from Baxalta. The other authors stated that

correlation between RT and analysing temperature is r = 0.693

they had no interests which might be percieved as a conflict or bias.

which may explain some of the differences in analysing tempera‐
tures for the six centres. Tests at MCTH showed that an increase
of 3°C in RT generates a rise in analysing temperature of close

AU T H O R S C O N T R I B U T I O N S

to 1°C. This is equivalent with up to a 10% increase in ETP and

Marcus Ljungkvist designed and coordinated the study, performed

Peak values. Based on our analysing temperature observations,

the experiments and wrote the manuscript. Eva Zetterberg designed

we believe there is an improvement potential to our standardiza‐

the study and wrote the manuscript. Erik Berntorp designed the

tion concept by synchronizing the analysing temperatures of all

study and wrote the manuscript. Karin Strandberg designed the

included laboratories through manipulating the software tem‐

study and wrote the manuscript. Roza Chaireti wrote the manuscript,

perature set‐up. We estimate that the temperature gap of 2.3°C

performed the experiments and provided laboratory resources. Pål

could be narrowed down to 1°C, and we consider this temperature

André Holme wrote the manuscript and provided laboratory re‐

control issue would be interesting to evaluate in future standard‐

sources. Ole Halfdan Larsen wrote the manuscript and provided lab‐

ization studies.

oratory resources. Riitta Lassila wrote the manuscript and provided

One of the more important instructions in the protocol is to

laboratory resources. Annukka Jouppila wrote the manuscript and

start the analyzer at least one hour before the start of incubation.

performed the experiments. Timea Szanto wrote the manuscript and

Measurements at MCTH have shown that it takes about 45 minutes

performed the experiments.

for the Fluoroskan Ascent to reach its analysing temperature of
37°C, a temperature that, according to the Thrombinoscope soft‐
ware, is reached within only 10 minutes. This step together with the
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ably contributed most to the results of this study.
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Additional supporting information may be found online in the
Supporting Information section at the end of the article.
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